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Criminology-Counseling Resources: Diesel, doesn’t texting 9-1-1 already exist. [patterning relational 

issues.] 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by goura fotadar 

Why can’t we [who’s/and belonging to … , we; is a decent exercise here; because you might want to 

outline that most need this specific service, and as a repeat likely, repeat cited: past work experiences 

while for pay especially, testing group]  text to 9-1-1 in a near effect: emergency.  

tag[s]: in preparation for my next publication, too; definitions of actually authority.  

theme: non-personal self-analysis of transcript of close-to and or crisis, is also issuance-broadcasted 

under functional trauma recovery; former work hazards re-identified to function, over-again.  

 

This delivery truck.  

Is there any suspect of this picture-manifestation. I saw these people doing [a?] delivery during the early 

night; and they looked over their shoulders, with a man on watch nearby. Perhaps it’s nothing 

dangerous; just a reasonable night delivery. There were then a surrounding number of new [this here 

meaning not had yet been seen; even the whole scene had been [ less than?] roughly checked] men, all 

wearing black; and with beanies; pacing the blocks nearby, but not that nearby the delivery truck; this 
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one delivery truck and finally, approaching it. {Thematics: Were they virtual men and besides me, 

where were the “women” ?} Eventually I saw it, the delivery truck, this one, leave.   

 

[The next morning.]  

 

I saw these witch events; and  

[In the evening / early night of this next day, then:] I sent this confirmed text message to 9-1-1 which of 

course [that thing called cited: 9-1-1,] sort of like responded saying it’s not possible to text to 9-1-1.  

theme: also as a self-awareness exercise for others to learn from; how do you know what you’re 

having come up: issues as; and how do you pattern the-8-ir relational issues.  

The transcript of the [message-s]: 

[picture, here; but not included yet, in this posting] 

“Hello there I want to report the city of Menlo Park’s attempted theft and homicide today once again 

this was put near my head” 

“this,” [from right above] references picture not included here.  

Response: “For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 

“While the ‘cops’ and local ‘staff’ found this appropriate and said there was something wrong with me 

for just not taking it” 

“What’s the difference between this and terrorism”  

Response: “For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 

“<Subject: Homicide attempt again by local PD and local staff>” 

Response: “For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 

“Sincerely, goura fotadar” 

Response: “For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 

[picture, not included yet] “24 hours after the court date” [picture signifying the completion of the 

court date] 

Response: ”For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 
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“The cops urged me to never yell when threatened and also refused recognize what auditory control is 

where yelling isn’t relevant … uh” 

“To recognize” 

Response: “For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 

Response: “For emergency only. CALL 9-1-1. Text-to-911 not available” 

 

Non-personal Analysis of transcript brief: and connection to manifestation. [obvs. Images not yet 

included and perhaps to be included, in a thing of a luck at this point, perhaps] 

 

Report,  

Art Real Abstraction. Primary Avenue.  

repeat offender: city of Menlo Park et al,  

Repeat attempted offense: attempted theft and homicide of those already highly unjustly victimized; 

 

“cops” and “staff’’ may have local or something “authority” but can they compete with the reporter’s 

[contextual definition: the person who reported, reports this crime attempt] areas of expertise and 

proven experience [even if it is me]. 

Enough repeat attempts, offenses and repeat offenses; qualify as terrorism in the séance of non-

reformed crime: 

Non-reformed crime perpetrator[s] has-have more than person[…s?] xyz; who has and does work harder 

than them ; and so n-r. c.p.s , continue to attempt to unjustly victimize person xyz [continue = enough 

occurrences and/or severe enough already occurred [arrow gear means : implies : as in here it means: 

implies] unjust/unholy terrorism and so this shall be the charge.] ] 

 

Art Real Abstraction. Secondary District.  

Connected by-reported’s events as soon by [to incident occurrence and or accidental? incident like 

occurrences] witnessed, actually recalled, and subjected to:  

… happened to witness the first delivery truck the night before also the night of the court date; and then 

the attempted homicide-theft happened; after the “police” ’s approach; …  happened as just a side 

coincidence to notice another delivery truck; which though is more common in appearance but the 
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three might be [a connect, a connection] Uh; the bus on my way to my regular or regular enough 

destination was possessed by a violent mental bus-man and this is not a victimizing reference to mental 

illness and its experience; who nearly barricaded me with various busses and then yelled at me for close 

to ten minutes straight as I boarded the bus I needed to take;  which he nearly drove off with, despite 

my jumping up and flailing arms to get him to stop the bus like near the now barricaded bus stop for this 

bus, where I was waiting. I told him to stop yelling at me, and he told me he didn’t give a -- who I was, 

and then, I told him to stop yelling at me, because he might find out who I was, and then I promised it 

was going to matter against him. Prior to this: He actually accused me of not trying hard enough to get 

on the bus, despite my extenuating two days, near attempted homicide of me, and the near aggressive 

work-out it took me to stop the bus, at its actual bus stop.  [And this isn’t even the whole story 

connected to this bus transport system and the bus pass I use to board the bus, it’s been a drilling story 

of years of work, involving various levels of petitional work even nation-wide and not just in letters, but 

in person visits, through submission of my own work for its pass policy, and also through phone calls. ] 

[As a side note: resources don’t just show up mysteriously at places, there is somebody or sometimes 

multiple to many somebodies producing the work, to push these “things” through and to functional use.]  

Art Real Abstraction. Tertiary Burb. 

Are there other unjust: to; victims in such circumstance; even on the same day; or in the same 

criminological moment.  

 

The Next Subsidies,  

Oath the Images? 

Imagine what you might see as the images; to create safety as an art activity, or rather through an art 

activity: take into the context of the area’s environment and what people who are considered 

authorities there but might instead be “authorities” get away with carrying on them or near them that 

could cause or rather be used in unjust homicide.  

Observational and barely just researched local geographical class:  

Suburban in witnessed, activity: more like wealthy Bay Area in standard surrounding culture: what might 

be a “staff” application that could be translated to homicide; also how to recognize homicide cues, 

upcoming.  But in reported income of the area: as seen on average knowledge provision general website: 

middle class functional income sector, very little poverty [as is reported on such website]. 

 

 


